Seasons Greetings
From
Fountain
International
Magazine
And
Suzanne Thomas
Another year is just about to whizz by. Did you
make this year special? Or are you going to
make next year even more special.
For those of you that have not subscribed to
the newsletter from the website , just to give
you an idea of my article from November’s
issue.

Editorial December 2016

Mist and fog takes the world out of focus. Out
of all our senses in sighted people, sight is
generally the strongest sense, although all our
senses work at the same time within our
multisensory brain as one. For example, when
we are eating, we are using sight, hearing,
feeling, and even past experiences as well as
taste to complete the experience. Many
experiments with food have been undertaken,
to show just how we rely on our senses to
provide us with our reality. How many of you
when seeing a variety of black tomatoes will go
yum, or give them a wide berth without even
tasting? We are often pre-programmed in our
thinking and associations, even before birth,
which is usually a way of survival, laid down
over thousands of years. We see in a way that
is useful to us.
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“The brain is selective in processing what is
around us, otherwise we would need a huge
brain, that our body would be unable to carry.
We have evolved to have a very clever
attentional system that only processes the
information that is actually needed,” Dr
Gustav Kuhn, Brunel University.
Sight’s role in “our” reality, and linked to the
brain, over eagerly wants to make sense of the
world and predicts, (either rightly or wrongly.)
These predictions of sight are used by
magicians, when they perform their tricks and
fool us. Illusions do not show that our senses
are fragile, but it shows the brain is incredibly
good at constructing meaning from the
meaningless.

As the brain chugs away, it also takes into
account our learning, belief systems and
experiences.

In the past before all the trickery with photo’s
etc, there were a couple of sayings, “Seeing is
believing,” or “The picture never lies.” But in
all honesty, these sayings were never true.
(Don’t get me started on the ears and hearing).
We have the ability to see what we want to see,
and hear what we want to hear, so our reality is
unique to each of us. (Making it fairly easy for
us to get the wrong end of the stick, or feel
aggrieved when no slight was intended). We
live in our own little world’s, and yes you are
unique and special, but so is everyone else. A
lot of people have the “me first” attitude, or
“me against the world”, which is not
particularly helpful in the world we live. The
phrase “Divide and rule comes to mind.” For
things to move forward, and build a world in
which we wish to live, we have to join together
in Pure Love and respect in a common aim to
start construction. If we are locked away in our
own little world’s this will never happen.

Colours in actuality are frequencies, which the
brain is interpreting as a colour.
Now when talking about the senses, you also
have to take into account the people who have
synaesthesia. Synaesthesia is a mixture of
senses. When a sensory experience in one
sense can trigger a reaction in a different
sense. For example, in a synesthete a taste can
be experienced as a colour or shape. It is said
to be caused by extra connections to different
parts of the brain, in particular the sensory
part of the brain. New born babies have more
connections in the brain, but as we grow into
adulthood generally most of us lose some of
these connections, but in a synesthete they lose
less.

Getting back to the senses, the eyes and the
brain show their deceptive nature when they
are continually trying to connect the dots, to
make pictures of something that is not
necessarily there. The brain is always looking
for meaning, and is also part of our survival
mode.

The brain is a wonderful thing that it can
accommodate the loss of a sense through
another sense. In my own experience, whilst in
a workshop with the late Hamish Miller. He
placed a wiggly piece of rope across the
ground, and we had to walk its route with our
eyes blindfolded, using only a dowsing rod,
and the majority of us were able to do so with
great accuracy.
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All original submissions of the submitter
welcome, within the general remit of the
magazine. If in doubt ask the Editor.
suzanne@eaglebear.fsworld.co.uk
With regard to articles, we are looking for
1,500 words max, with illustrations or photo’s.

Also, recently I saw a programme where US
army pilots, as a result of flying problems, ie
flying in sand storms where they didn’t know
which way was up. An experiment was being
used, using the sense of touch to enable them
to fly safely in such conditions.

Be a part of this special magazine, don’t hide
your light. There is no better time than NOW!

In essence the senses are wonderful tools,
which we need to have more of an awareness
about, and not take at just face value. They
play a huge part in how we perceive the world,
and our perception may not always be correct.
Have the faith to leave the door open a crack
just in case you need to change your
perceptions.

Writing articles, not your thing? As you can tell
by past magazines, we are happy to receive
input from those of you of a more artistic,
creative nature, ie poems, inspired writing,
short stories, artwork, photographs, etc. The
sky’s the limit.

Reality and how we view things are a personal
choice. Let’s work together to make things
better in the world.
Suzanne Thomas
For those of you who would like to sign up go
to
http://www.fountaininternationalmagazine.co
m

All contributions to the magazine are
the copyright of the authors, artists and
photographers, and Fountain
International Magazine. Unauthorized
use and/or duplication of any material
of the magazine without express and
written permission from its author and
owner is strictly prohibited. Excerpts
may be used, provided that full and
clear credit is given to the author and
fountaininternationalmagazine.com

And sign up. Any problems e mail me at
suzanne@eaglebear.fsworld.co.uk

Deadline for the next issue

with appropriate and specific
direction to the original content.

1st March 2017
Next Issue Out 21st March 2017
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Glastonbury Tor, UK

The views given in the magazine are not
necessarily those of Fountain International or Fountain International
Magazine.

Linked Meditation
Become Involved

Donations are very welcome, through
the website, to enable the running costs
of the website and magazine, and the
promotion of the “Fountain Concept.”

Join with us for the daily sending out of Pure
Love, Light and Balancing energies, at 7am
GMT, daily, using the focal point of
Glastonbury Tor, UK, to encompass the World
and all within it.

www.fountaininternationalmagazine.com

This is a free activity that any human being can
do, in aid of the world that we live in. All can
participate and help, there are no barriers.
Not able to make the sending out time of the
energies at 7am!
You can still join in and be of great value, by
sending Pure Love energy to the Tor, putting
on the intention that it is stored there until
7am the next day, when it will be sent out with
the rest of the Pure Love energy into the world
and to encompass all.
Everyone can make a difference, don’t let
anyone else including yourself, tell you
different.

Thank you

A thought is all it takes.
Check out our Facebook Page.
Like us.

The gaps may be long between issues of the
magazine, but here’s an opportunity to interact
with those of a similar interest, and build a
strong network between peoples and groups.
www.facebook.com/FountainInternational

Tongo, an off shoot of Fountain International,
also sends out energies once a month on the
27th of each month at 7pm. For more
information about Tongo go to their website.

www.tongo.org.uk
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Contents

creative analogy. I love Cardinals and learned
a lot when I researched them.

My Cardinal Rule of Christmas – Brenda
Rachel P5

The quote the Angels are giving me to use to
accompany this message is:

A Hero’s Journey: A Path to Liberation –
David Zenon Starlyte P7

“When We Stand In Our Own Power, It Is
Powerful!”

How to Meditate – Leigh Tremaine P10

According to beliefnet.com, “the cardinal is
often associated with Christmas and the winter
season because of its beautiful red colour and
its name “is derived from the high-ranking
clerics of the Catholic Church who wear rich
red robes. The term cardinal is used to denote
something with primary or essential qualities,
such as a cardinal direction. The word comes
from the Latin cardo, meaning hinge.
Something that has cardinal qualities is so
important that it functions as a keystone or
axle; other things hinge around it.”

Transformation – Iam Saums P14
Shamanic Dowsing – Beyond the Obvious –
Nathascha Heijen P17
Snow’s Secret Vibrations - Jill Mattson P21
Miracles – Alan Bontya P23
Native American Prophesy and Corporate
Greed – Eagle Singing Moon P25
Live in Hope, Live from the Heart – Kathryn
Samuelson P29

I started to reflect on my life, especially since
October 29, 2014 up until December 24, 2015
and saw how the qualities of the Cardinal have
been a parallel to my own “Life’s Journey”. I
was, and still am, a center point for the Angels
to use me as their “Axle”, as a messenger to
circulate their messages everywhere around
the world, for everyone to read and receive
their inspiration. The analogy being: I am the
axle rod of the wheel, the Angels’ messages are
the spokes attached to the axle rod and the
wheel is the world where their messages are
going round and round and reaching each
person at just the right time in their life for
their inspirational “boost”. I will call this the
“Angels’ Wheel of Synchronicity”.

Essence World – Jan Stewart P31
Pierre’s Dreamspot – Pierre De Villiers P32
Zodiac–Wheel of Life - Zoe Hind P34
Creative Corner P39
Postscript – Suzanne Thomas P40
Front cover – Jan Bayliss
Beware intermittent Transatlantic spellings,
depending on which side of the Atlantic that
you are.

Upon reading further about the Cardinal, the
following was stated:

MY CARDINAL RULE OF
CHRISTMAS

“Omens and divinatory meaning: Examine the
areas of your life in which you are, or should
be, a leader. Is your confidence shaky? The
cardinal tells you that you can handle it, and to
believe in yourself. It is important to be proud
of yourself for your abilities or for the things
you have achieved. “The cardinal’s bright red
feathers and cheerful song call attention to
him wherever he goes. If you see a cardinal, it
may be telling you to stand up, lift your head
high, and take pride in yourself.”

Brenda Rachel
As I start my message to you today, I want to
wish Everyone a Very Merry Christmas and the
Happiest of Holiday Seasons. I have been
contemplating what my topic would be for my
Christmas message the Angels want me to
share with you and have been guided to use the
beautiful Cardinal bird as my source for my
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Angel messages out there. I learned all about
writing, editing, social media, website design,
marketing, publishing, promotion, and
communicating with all kinds of people along
my journey.
I, like the statement about the “Omens and
divinatory meaning for the Cardinal”, knew I
came here to this world to make a difference to
people, to be an
inspirational/spiritual/motivational leader
where I could be a ray of sunshine that would
bring another person hope, provide them with
encouragement and support, and show love
and compassion where it was most needed.

I immediately knew why the Angels have been
bringing me an image of a Cardinal for weeks
and nudging me to write this message
correlating my life with the Cardinal’s
qualities.

The hardest challenge for me through this
process and for most of my life has been
believing in myself, knowing that I am good
enough, that I am gifted and talented (without
any kind of formal training or university
education), that I am proud of myself for what
I have achieved, and that I Deserve Blessings
of Peace, Love, Joy and Happiness, just like I
wish for everyone else.

I released my music EP “In This Moment” on
December 2, 2014 on iTunes and amazon, after
a very debilitating period with excruciating
back pain, which continued into the late
Spring of 2015 and for which I attended
months of very intense rehab. The period from
September to October 29, 2014 was one of the
lowest points ever in my life. I was in a back
brace and using an ice pack full time to keep
the inflammation down. I did not want to live
and asked God and the Angels to “Take Me
Home” if they had no more need for me to be
here on the planet. I asked them what they
wanted me to learn from this experience, how
could I serve them and what message did they
want me to bring to others. The Angels
blessed me with channeling quotes to me
starting on November 2, 2014 and which I put
out on social media every day to inspire others,
as this is my deepest desire to be an inspiration
to others. I was guided by the Angels during
this period from November 2014 to May 2015
to compile these beautiful Angel quotes and
put them into book form. My new
inspirational/spiritual book “In This Moment
Angels’ Sweet Reflections” was published by
Balboa Press and launched on September 24,
2015 which is for sale on Amazon, Balboa
Press and Barnes & Noble. During some of
this period, I was on disability from my regular
office job, and then started returning to work
on a graduated return-to-work program, going
back full-time in late April 2015. Many, many
times throughout this process I went from
extreme highs to intense lows. I taught myself
every single thing I had to do to get these

I do know that when I am living in My “Angels’
Wheel of Synchronicity”, I am balanced and
centered in God’s/Spirit’s Love and KNOW
this is my Truth. It is when my spokes in the
wheel have come loose or one has broken, that
my balance is shaky and I fall off this wheel. I
do know that the quote the Angels gave me a
couple of days ago “When We Stand In Our
Own Power, It Is Powerful!” is what I needed
to hear from them and use it as my focal and
inspirational point of this message.
Another statement about the cardinal is:
“Accept compliments that come your way, and
acknowledge your achievements. The
Cardinal’s bright red plumage also calls you to
open yourself to creative energy. Have you
been feeling blocked or dull lately? Are you
looking for a new way to express yourself? Call
on the Cardinal to help you open up and get
your creativity flowing again. The red feathers
link it with fire, the element of activity, vitality,
and passion. If you are feeling lethargic, the
Cardinal may lend you its energy to help you
get back on your feet. Likewise, it can be a
good bird with whom to work if you are
struggling to handle depression. If you are
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A Hero’s Journey:

having difficulty dealing with anger, however,
seeing a Cardinal may remind you to take a
step or two back.”

A Path to Liberation

I am allowing myself to be an open
channel/vessel/messenger for the Angels to be
a recipient of their messages and be the creator
of this unique creativity source that is flowing
through me. I am allowing myself to be the
recipient of compliments for my
inspirational/spiritual work without attaching
any EGO to it, as this is the acknowledgement
to me for the Angels that their messages are
being heard and appreciated. I am allowing
myself to receive God and the Angels’ Love
which is so empowering and fills my Soul and
Spirit with Passion, Vitality and Creativity.

By David Zenon Starlyte

Billions of individual stories have
brought us here.

So, to encapsulate this message with a
concluding statement, I would say that “My
Cardinal Rule for Christmas” is to use “Love”
as the Mechanism that is the “Life Force” of
My “Angels’ Wheel of Synchronicity”. If any of
you are going through a difficult time or
challenge right now, I encourage you to use
“Love” as Your Cardinal Rule for Christmas.
Love Yourself. Believe in Yourself. Know that
You Deserve all the Goodness There is. Take
Your Power Back. Allow Your
Creativity/Passion/Vitality to Flow Through
You. Ask Your Angels to Assist You With Any
Issue You May Be Dealing With. The Angels
are Always With You. They Are Only a Breath
Away!

There must surely be a pattern, a common
thread that ties all of humanity together.
If we could unlock an implicate order or
system for living, it would show us a method to
understand our lives better. Was Kierkegaard
mistaken when he posited, “Life must be lived
forwards but can only be understood
backwards?”
A pattern language exists in all human
systems. In all human history, there is
something we are learning about ourselves,
beginning with a quest. Within every story ever
told is the oldest story known to humankind
and embedded in our collective memory—the

Angel Blessings to You All for a Very Merry
Christmas and Happy Holiday Season.

story of a hero.
In the maturation process from child to adult

From My Heart to Yours!

and beyond, we all encounter and have to face

In "Light" and "Love"

a variety of personal challenges where we are

Brenda Rachel

tested, often severely so. What builds character
and defines our destiny, is the ability to
conquer our personal fears and doubts and
face head-on our challenges. If we can
overcome these challenges (nullify the giant or
demon in the process), then we will be
liberated from these dark forces, and advance
with the lessons learnt and our power restored.
The purpose of life is within life itself—to live,
to be inside the process.
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Our suffering often points to that which is not

myth, ritual, drama and storytelling, reflecting

working for us. For growth to occur, we must

our individual and collective psychological

learn lessons and learn to accept what we

development.

cannot change whilst taking proactive action

The archetypal hero goes out on an adventure

on the things we can change. It is not some

of discovery for his own personal growth and

mystery hidden away in an ancient script.

redemption, as well as representing something

Until our self-realisations are living and

from his tribe or particular group. All of

breathing in actions, we are not finished.

humankind is embodied in the hero’s
journey—the story of our collective and

As souls, we are here to learn. This is our

individual origins.

school and training ground. Each ideology is
like another school. Specific dynamics (like-

Each time we evolve—especially during signifi-

being born male or female, rich or poor,

cant life phrases—we come back to repeat the

country of origin, religion and race) carry

story and re-experience its lessons.

different opportunities for learning.

Will Cather wrote:

As we learn lessons from our life experiences,

“There are only two or three human stories,

so our capacity for compassion and wisdom

and they go on repeating themselves as

grows.

fiercely as if they had never happened before.”

All recorded history and our oral traditions

Campbell believed that all stories were

before that reflect our journey to survive,

essentially one and the same story told in

develop and achieve mastery of our environ-

unlimited variations and following the terms of

ment. Swiss psychoanalyst, Carl G. Jung wrote

the hero myth or “mono-myth” he laid out. The

about the “archetypes”—characters that recur

universal myth is universal, common to all

in dreams of all people and in the myths of all

cultures, to all people.

cultures. Jung believed that archetypes were

Campbell uncovered a pattern that lies within

part of a deeper source of knowledge and

every story ever told.

mythology forming part of the “collective

Each person’s personal developmental process

unconscious” of our intrinsic human mind.

follows the hero’s journey, and in this way, we

The inner realm is the collective mind of all

are all heroes of our own lives. Self-mastery

humanity—it binds us all together in a shared

requires that we journey to sometimes

experience. Each person experiences a range of

uncomfortable places, find and clear the debris

personalities that play out in the unfolding

(slay the dragon) come back renewed and

drama of life. This is the story of the soul.

inspired for our next journey. Each time we

In the European divination cards called the

depart our homes (our comfort zone), we enter

Tarot, the 22 Major Arcana (greater secrets)

a field of unlimited possibility for growth and

cards depict the hero’s journey. American

redemption.

scholar, Joseph Campbell in his classic, “The

In Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, self-actualisa-

Hero with a Thousand Faces,” one of the most

tion is placed on the highest rung after the

influential books of the last century, set out to

achievement of all basic needs. What is

map the human condition and define a pattern

common to human development and the

of development by the hero. Campbell

evolving human spirit, is to face challenges or

describes the story of the “hero,” common to
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obstacles along our path—and then to over-

the present affect the future?

come them.

Is there hope?
We are all unique story-tellers of our own lives

This make us all heroes. It reminds us why we

who weave a tapestry of possibility via our

are here and what we are here to do.

imagination and connection to the collective

In mystical terms, a person undergoes

unconscious. Each story-teller adjusts the

catharsis to come out of the dark night of the

myth to suit his own aspirations.

soul, the negative forces inhibiting him from

Hence, the hero has a “thousand faces.”

self-expression and individual expansion. The
gateway to personal growth (movement) is to

Stages of The Hero’s Journey (Adapted):

overcome personal barriers (limitations) to

1. Meeting the mundane, ordinary world.

achieve goals. To overcome the force-field of

2. Suffering descent, humiliation, separation

inertia is key.

or loss.

Achieving freedom is a path of liberation—one

3. New hope: the call for adventure or change.

must first face and conquer one’s inner

3. Fear of the unknown.

demons before one can truly “find oneself.”

4. Meeting with the mentor.
5. First initiation: leaving the ordinary world

When we face all our shadows, with every

and crossing the first threshold. (Now

victory, a new cycle begins.

committed to journey)

The universal power of the hero myth is

6. Discovering the keys to success—facing

revealed to us in our collective dreams. We

tests, meeting enemies and finding allies.

recognise these heroes facing dark antagonists

7. The hero prepares for the final battle.

because the story is part of our intellectual

8. Confronting death or greatest fear.

model and cultural psychology. We see

9. Public victory—finding the treasure.

ourselves reflected back at us in these myths

9. The road back home.

and legends. Even if the hero plays out an

10. Private victory and integration—healing the

impossible and unrealistic scenario, we still

wounded masculine and feminine and

resonate with our hero and see ourselves in his

resolution of conflicting polarities.

plight.

11. Returning home victorious with the elixir.

Emotionally, we still powerfully connect to our

Expect Magic!

hero’s battle because it links us together—it
forms part of our collective memory as human

David G Arenson ND
METAMORPHOSIS♥
WEB: http://transformationalmedicine.net
SKYPE: david.arenson
FACEBOOK: https://www.facebook.com/davidarenson

beings.
It also answers key existential questions of our
origins:
Who am I and where do I come from?

TWITTER

What happens to the dead?

: https://twitter.com/#!/davidarenson

Am I alone?
What is good and evil?

"One’s destination is never a place, but a
new way of seeing things." ~ Henry Miller
~

What is my purpose?
What happened in the past before I was born,
and how did it make the present – how will
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How to Meditate
by Leigh Tremaine

Stress, anxiety, and depression are
un-resourceful states experienced by most, if
not all of us, and if left unchecked can sometimes lead to physical illnesses such as heart
disease, immune disorders, and cancer. We are
also affected by our reactive tendencies to be
distracted and addicted, and to overthink, or to
be disabled by fear or overwhelmed by
emotions such as grief, hopelessness, and
anger. These reactive tendencies scatter and

Meditation is the practice of focusing your

hijack our attention and make us less resource-

attention inwards, without the distraction of

ful and less ourselves. They also sabotage our

your thoughts, your emotions, and your

relationships and our potential to have

impulses that would otherwise hijack your

peaceful, supportive, and authentic relation-

attention and trap your mind in reactivity and

ships with each other and all life. This is why

overthinking. There are many schools and

meditation is so important.

styles of meditation, but they all have this
practise in common. You don’t need to be
religious or a hippy to meditate, and you don’t
need to chant mantras, adopt yoga postures,
sit in front of a guru, or study arcane texts to
learn how to meditate. Meditation is a simple
technique available to us all, no matter what

When I started meditating 25 years ago, I

we are doing, where we are, or what our beliefs

found that I became more peaceful, creative,

are.

and productive, as a result of meditation, and

The purpose of focusing your attention

enjoyed a greater sense of connection with all

inwards with meditation is to enter a more

life that was very healing and literally opened

resourceful state of greater presence in which

my heart to all life. My early work with

you can experience greater peace, inner

Fountain International and the World Earth

wellness, and effectiveness. Some Fountain-

Healing Day and World Healing Day global

eers have used meditation as a vehicle for

meditation linkups from 1996 to 2004

sending out light for community healing, and

extended meditation as a means for

hopefully still do this regularly for their com-

community and earth healing, and was

munity and its hara or focus point.

measured with successful results by the Global
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Consciousness Project at Princeton University,

sabotage our success. For example, I have

which detected changes in their random

found that meditation has enabled me to be a

number generators in response to the global

more effective writer, to consistently achieve

meditations I organised.

the goals I set, and to be a more effective

By developing a meditation practice, which

listener, which is great for the clients I have!

means meditating regularly, and preferably

As a means for self-realisation, meditation can

daily, we can:

help to connect us to our true nature or true









Free ourselves from debilitating

self, and to develop the authentic values and

states and suffering

true life purpose based upon our true nature.

Improve our inner wellness and

Our true nature is not our persona that is

physical healing

based upon reactive living. Rather, it is our

Become more resourceful and

essential being that exists beyond our

effective

personality. It is not our thoughts, not our

Discover greater peace, gratitude,

emotions, and not the roles we play. It is a

and joy


Develop our sense of compassion



Strengthen our centre and be more

centre of pure being, connected with all that is.
Because meditation can be used to connect us
with our true nature, it can help us to release

present


our resistance to life, love, and wholeness. By

Reconnect with our true nature and

learning how to meditate and developing a

true self


Unfold in self-realisation



Improve our relationships with each

regular meditation practice we can become
more and more embodied in our true nature
and become a shining, healing light to

other and all life

ourselves and others.

Meditation is particularly important in our
modern age where we have so many pressures,
stresses, addictions, and distractions, and
where illnesses are spiralling into epidemics.
Given how essential meditation is to our life, it
is surprising that in general we are not taught
how to meditate when growing up.
Because a regular meditation practice trains us
to focus our attention, it is a very good way to
increase our effectiveness in many areas of our

So now we come to the subject of how to

life, where loss of attention would diminish or

meditate. First of all, set aside some quiet time
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for your meditation that is going to be free

experienced, you will be able to guide yourself

from distractions and interruptions. It can be

in meditation.

indoors or outdoors in nature, whatever works

You can meditate for as long as you like. I

best for you. If you wish you can light a candle.

would suggest about 10-20 minutes to begin

You can lay or sit in your meditation, so long

with. Make a commitment to honour yourself

as you are comfortable but alert.

by meditating regularly, such as upon waking

Then, set an intention for your meditation. For

each day, or at 9pm, to link in with the Big Ben

example, you may like to discover greater

Silent Minute, and you will get much better re-

inner peace, greater gratitude, or greater

sults with meditation.

compassion. Or you may just want to explore

Now let’s go through a guided meditation:

being more centred, and to be more self-realised.
Before you begin to meditate, it is important to
know that focusing your attention and
disentangling from the reactive mind is a
process that takes time and practice. Initially

Close your eyes and relax your body,

when you start to meditate, you will find that

Letting go of any tensions and thoughts of the

your attention is taken away from your

day,

meditation as thoughts interrupt your stillness.

Allowing yourself to relax from the head.

This is completely fine, it is not a sign that you

Releasing any tension from the jaw and the

can’t meditate. When this happens, rather

eyes…

than criticising yourself and reacting to the

Relaxing the whole of the face, the scalp,

event, simply acknowledge it, bring your

letting all the tension go…

attention back to your centre, and let go of

And relax down through your neck and the

your thoughts. You may need to do this several

throat area…

times in your meditation, and that is

Relaxing into the shoulders, letting them drop

completely fine. Eventually with more practice,

back and down.

you will find that your focus becomes stronger,

And then relax down the back, the upper, mid,

so keep going!

and lower back,

When learning how to meditate you will find

Feeling the space between each vertebrae…

that a guided meditation will help you to focus

Then relax into the chest area, allowing the

your attention and take you through the

chest to open…

process of relaxation, centring, and self-

Relaxing down into the stomach, the lower

realisation. Over time as you become more

abdomen…
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And take your awareness to the hips, allowing

Be more deeply.

them to relax…

Expand your presence in your centre,

Relaxing down into the thighs, allowing them

becoming one with the light you truly are…

to soften…

Radiating your light, connected with all of life…

Relaxing the knees, down to the calves…

As you breathe in from infinity, and out to

Relaxing down into the ankles, allowing them

infinity.

to loosen…

And as you embody your centre, allow this

Then relax the feet, all the little bones of the

light to flow all through your physical body,

feet, right to the tips of the toes…

Surrounding you with light, extending even

Relaxing the upper arms, the elbows, spread-

beyond the physical body…

ing that relaxation down the forearms,

Extending your light to all living things…

Down to the wrists, and into the hands, right to

Extending your light to all those who are

the tips of the fingers, allowing them to relax…

suffering,

Then take your attention to the whole of the

And all those places that have known

body.

suffering…

Become aware of the relaxation filling the

Uplifting all as you extend your light across the

whole of your physical body,

world, across the universe…

Softening your muscles, becoming more and

Experience the power of your being…

more relaxed.

Experience the power of life that flows through

Then take your awareness to your breath,

you…

Following it as you breath in and out…

You are one with all that is.

Placing all of your attention upon your breath

Acknowledge the infinity of your being.

As you connect to the flow of life…

And the power of this connection to bring us

Breathing in from infinity, and breathing out to

back to source…

infinity…

And then in your own time bring your attention

Becoming one with life…

back…

Breathing in from infinity, and out to infinity.

Back to your physical body…

And as you do so, become aware of that place

Feeling yourself fully grounded,

of peace and light within,

Back in your body…

That place where you are most yourself,

Bringing your light with you…

A centre of pure being…

And, in your own time, open your eyes, wide

Beyond your thoughts, beyond your emotions,

awake and alert, shinning with light.

beyond the roles you play.
Become more present in your centre…
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was, is and will ever be. We are an expansive

You can find a video of this meditation
at

illustration of all creation. Our potential and

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

resiliency is emulated and sustained by the

v=D38m4mbKi1g

nature that embodies us. The power of our

For more information on me and my work, visit

consciousness, inspiration, listening and

http://leightremaine.com and if you

presence is our common birth-right. Our

would like help meditating or setting up a

personal transformation is the essential

Fountain Meditation group for community

expression of our creativity.

healing, let me know via my website.

Where We Are:
Reality and our experience of it is a three-

For More information on the Silent Minute, visit

dimensional construct devised and maintained

http://www.the silentminute.org.uk

to amuse, distract and detain us into the
parameters of duality. Society is a vortex that
insatiably devours our creativity, conscious-

Or join in with the daily with the Fountain Inter-

ness, energy, intention and possibility. In our

national daily meditation. Details on page 4. Or

daily encounters, we are given two options; yes

e mail - suzanne@eaglebear.fsworld.co.uk

or no, left or right, up or down, liberal or
conservative, good or evil, etc. We accept and

Transformation
By Iam Saums

apply this communal understanding because
we do not identify and explore existential
diversity. We turn our backs on our own
experiences, insights, lifestyles, perceptions
and thoughts for a superficial sense of
belonging, purpose and worth.
Selective Reality:
We have a natural desire to sense only what
we want. Our experience is primarily

“The greatest challenge in life isn’t that we

dependent upon our advantage, comfort,

survive, it is our choice to thrive.”

convenience, interest and willingness. We
often shy away or even criticize and discredit

Who We Are:

all that is distinct from our unique lifestyle,

We are eternal beings existing in infinite

perception and understanding. Our reality is

experiences beyond the perception of our

fashioned not by our choice, but the frequent

imagination. Our body, mind and heart are

avoidance of our choice. Our life becomes a

connected to our spirit and the universe

decision of what we don’t want instead of what

through the multi-dimensional conduit of our

we truly need. We have enabled reality with

intuition. We are related with all possibility all

our mere existence. Our attention and

the time with everyone and everything that
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engagement sustains our attachment to and

The Greatest Con on Earth:

dependence on a subservient human survival.
“It is not our reality that is the most powerful
influence of our life. It is our oblivion.”
Buying in to Oblivion:
Human beings have an innate tendency to be
enchanted by the artificial mysticism of
obscurity. It is an enigma of reality that
consumes our attention, awareness, intention
and enlightenment. When our consciousness
has been compromised by this insensible
dimension of perception, our experience of life
is severely diminished and inevitably manipu-

We are too clever for our own good. Every day

lated. Creativity, destiny, purpose and the

we invent strategies to conceal and defend our

possibility for transformation all cease to exist.

agendas, deficiencies, downfalls, fears and

The investment of our energy, focus and

insecurities. Eventually these ploys become

involvement with the comfortable and

our rackets which enable our unhealthy life-

common diversion of human oblivion

styles thus suspending us in our self-induced

concedes our aim, passion and will to thrive.

confusion. Once we have been successfully

We become a shadow of all we were destined

captivated by our own artificial authority, we

to be.

begin to impose our rackets upon others. We
deceive, distort and fabricate to proliferate our

The Power We Yield:

selfish desires and false power. For us to break

We are an extraordinary and enormous

our patterns of manipulation, we must

expression of energy. Yet, most of our

transcend our illusions and become present to

potential is never acknowledged, embraced or

who we truly are.

fulfilled. Simply being with our own
empowerment terrifies us, let alone expressing

“Our salvation comes not from what we do,

or living it. We convince ourselves that it is

think or say. It is in who we are being.”

much easier to acquiesce our personal power
instead of claiming its ownership. We pass our

An Act of Being:

personal empowerment onto authority figures

Ontology is not a practice that is appreciated,

and elected officials with an expectation they

emphasized, encouraged or required in our

will achieve our desired outcome. When they

society. It has been forgotten under the

inevitably don’t, we demonize them as failures

heaping pile of metaphysics somewhere

without realizing the absence of our own

between meditation and ritual. Yet, it is one of

initiative and participation.

the only practices that can empower and transform our life and the world. For most of us to
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be present to our way of being, we must

apply. Our possibility is the spark that ignites

discover, experience and commit our lives to it

the manifestation of our destiny.

every day. Our oblivion to being as a culture
inhibits our capacity to become the fulfilment

“Enlightenment is possible in the experience of

of our possibility. The history we carry into

our transformation.”

our present most certainly ensures the
repetitive outcome of our future. We allow our
past to dictate our present.
An Epiphany of View:
For us to see what is unknown about ourselves
and our lives, we must first distinguish our
perspective from who we believe ourselves to
be. This takes a great deal of authenticity,

Being Real:

dedication, honesty and integrity. Yet before

We all have a wardrobe filled with personality

any of these qualities are exercised, we need to

guises we don to achieve, evade and survive.

experience insights to define our greatest

Eventually we become so accustomed to the

potential. The intention of our vision and

appearances we present we lose ourselves in

mission in life ultimately creates our purpose

the presence of our own collusion. We

and destiny. When we release everything we

perceive authenticity, objectivity and sincerity

“think” we know about ourselves and create

as being needless social expressions of charity

space for possibility, all we could only imagine

and weakness. Yet, these are the essential

becomes our experience. Our way of being is

qualities of our being. Authenticity allows us

the soul of our life’s expression.

to become present to and relate with others in
profound and powerful ways. It empowers and

The Dawn of Possibility:

inspires us to transcend the ordinary reality of

Before we can manifest anything new in our

doing and become an extraordinary expression

lives, it requires us to become present to some-

of being.

thing we have yet to experience. Within the
three-dimensional structure of our everyday

All That We Are:

routine, our perception is conditioned to

We don’t know who we are. We live our lives

observe only what is relative. There is a vast,

stumbling through our experiences with an

unknown universe of ourselves to discover.

aimless wanderlust for consciousness, love,

The expanse of our exploration is defined by

purpose and truth. Yet, when it comes to

our willingness to release the known and

extending the effort and energy to express and

intentionally embrace the mystery. We are

manifest a life that inspires us, we allow

born to be creators of our experience. The

ourselves to become distracted, disengaged

expression of our creativity and intention

and disinterested. Our lives will not be

originates from the possibility we choose to

fulfilled until we reclaim the power we have
long ago yielded to social authority. Until we
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Connecting with the Genius Loci

are real with ourselves and others, our destiny
will continue to be a comfortable daydream.

Standing at what seemed the ‘entrance’ path to
Kynance Gate prehistoric settlement, I rooted
into the earth. Taking some precious quality
time to tune into the earth below, listen to the
sounds of the wind playing with the low-growing shrubs and the crystal clear song of the
skylark very near to me. I felt the gently breeze
against my sunburnt face and noticed the overall character of this place until I could find that
spot inside me that connected with the overseeing consciousness of this site. I introduced
myself to it, just like when you meet a new
person. Without words, just using my mind, I
told the Genius Loci why I was here and asked
if it wanted to spend some time with me.
Clearly, from the increasing feeling of ‘connection’ through my Solar Plexus and Third
Eye chakra, the Spirit of this Place let me know
that it was happy to interact. It felt really
strong, but in a gentle way. It had quite an
impressive presence and I had to deliberately
relax into its energy signature to prevent me
from shielding. “Would you like to take me to a
spot within Kynance Gate South, that has the
most important story to tell? You know, like
when a friend would take you to a local site
and tell you the interesting stuff. Bit like a tour
guide.” “Yes.” the Presence answered.

When we are present to the truth of our lives,
we become the source of our transformation.
“Transformation is becoming conscious to the
creativity of human being.”
http://www.iamsaums.com

A Healing Place
The dowsing rod, guided by the Genius Loci,
took me straight to a place within the third
round hut. The dowsing rod got a really strong
reaction above a stone, overgrown with gorse. I
know that once the Spirit of Place has taken
me to a particular spot, it is then question time
for me. I have to ask the right questions so it
can tell me the story that needs to be heard.
This process is a mix of dowsing for answers
and of intuitive listening that helps to form the
right questions. The listening leads, the
dowsing confirms. The questions have to be
intelligent, designed to narrow down to the
basic storyline efficiently, otherwise you’ll be
asking for hours straight. Intuition has a key
role in the Q&A session of the way I conduct
my shamanic dowsing. Every question that I
ask has to give an answer that will help me to
weed out other possibilities until the story
slowly emerges and starts to get clearer.
Though it takes up a lot of time, I love this
process of unravelling the story bit by bit.

Shamanic Dowsing – Beyond the
Obvious
By Nathascha Heijen

Today, the story developed in a particularly
beautiful way, leading me to different locations
within Kynance Gate South and their uses
until, at the end of my dowsing session (the
Genius Loci kept the best till last!), the true

KYNANCE GATE DOWSING TRIP
12/June/2016
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‘why’ of this place was being revealed. This
process it is so incredibly beautiful, that it
often moves me deeply. And today was a
supreme dowsing adventure. A meeting of
time lines and of consciousness.

can you lead me to the evidence?” “Yes”. The
rod pointed into a direction and I followed
until it indicated we had arrived at the proper
spot. It was a plain spot, nothing particularly
interesting. Just green grass and a few stones
that with a bit of imagination might have been
part of a hut circle. I didn’t have much visual to
go on. So I needed to think about asking the
right questions again, in order to get the
answers that will help uncover why this place
was important. Another Q& A session passed
and it became clear that this had been the spot
where they stored healing plants. The space
was approximately 8 paces in diameter and
almost perfectly round like the round houses
found elsewhere on this site. Further answers
revealed that there was still evidence of healing
plants here, both underground as above
ground. I asked if I could find one of those
above ground. “Yes”. “Okay, show me where
the piece of evidence is.” Funnily the rod took
me, in a very small detour, to the exact place I
had been standing all along here. I looked
down at the ground underneath me, watching
out for anything unusual. I spotted a dried out
piece of flower/plant that was different from
the rest. In my mind though, objection overruled the idea that this would be valid evidence
because there was no way that a piece of dried
out flower/herb in my time line could have
originated from the late Neolithic time line!
But the Genius Loci interrupted my train of
thought and informed me that the piece of
evidence I had in my hand was a ‘descendant’
from the original healing plants stored here. It
also said that if people were to dig here, they
would find remnants of the old plants. I asked
a couple of more questions about the plants
and found out that they would be all have been
local plants. None were imported from other
areas. The plants were used to support the
healing processes. The other question I asked
that I was really curious about, was the pottery
that was found on this site in general. “Was
that the pottery that was used by the people
during the time that this was a healing centre,
made on this site?” (from the hand-outs with
information I knew that two furnaces of later
time have been found here). “No”. The pots
they used in the late Neolithic were not pots
manufactured here. They were brought to this
place and then used for the herbs.

Slowly, an idea emerged about what this site
was all about. According to my dowsing findings, this was in first instance a healing site. A
place that people came to, to be healed from
light to medium sort of illnesses. Kynance Gate
South was a place of healing, while Kynance
Gate North was mainly a place for the severely
ill and of dying. The idea I got from the Genius
Loci was that it was kind of a mix between a
‘hospital’ and a ‘nunnery’; a dedicated team
that was looking after people and nursed them
back to health. The ones who nurtured the
ones in need of healing, saw it as their ‘sacred’
task. They lived there. And the people who
needed healing lived there temporarily. Either
until healed or passed away at the North site.
Suddenly, I realized that the other people of
our dowsing group had long gone for a lunch.
They were hidden from my sight but luckily
you can find anything with help of the dowsing
rods and so I found the group sitting
comfortably within the remains of a round
house, enjoying the sun and each other’s
stories. Quietly I joined them and hastily ate
my date & cashew lunch bar before everyone
resumed the dowsing adventure.

Healing Plant

Healing sound

“So, what do you want me to know, Spirit of
Place. What’s the rest of the story you started
to show me?” Thinking about what would be a
good question to proceed with, I decided on:
“Is there any evidence here that this was a
healing site?”. “Yes”, the rod indicated. “Okay,

“So if this was a place of healing, where is the
energy centre/source of the healing coming
from?” The rod took me 16 paces further to the
central pillar covered in beautiful yellow
lichen. Further shamanic dowsing revealed
that in its heyday, the energy field or aura
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emanating from this pillar stone would have
been 1.2 km in diameter. At the moment it was
inactive and only covered 10 meter in
diameter. I was very intrigued by how the
ancient people first knew that this was a
healing place. “ Did they SEE it in the land?”
“No.” “Did they FEEL it?” “No.” “Did they
HEAR it?” “YES!” Oh, that was quite an
unexpected answer. Now I was really excited.
After more questions, the story emerged that
the people who first came to this place, did so
because they heard a sound coming from the
earth below (the pillar stone was not there
yet). The spot in the earth where the sound
was heard, was about 1 meter in diameter.
Once identified, the people had put the pillar
stone in place to mark, amplify and enhance
the sound that was already there. The pillar
stone was put in place not by physical human
activity but by using a mix of the knowledge of
the land (something correlated to sound and
frequencies), the co-operation of the Spirit in
the rocks and by using human intent.
Basically, the stone put itself into place. I was
intrigued by the knowledge the ancients must
have had if they could move stones into place
without even touching them! So I asked the
Genius Loci: “How much have we forgotten of
our true abilities?” The shocking answer was:
“98%”. Oh my. Imagine what we could be
capable of. A bit more Q&A revealed that
someone with the right equipment would be
able to measure the sound frequency here.
Paul Devereux came to mind. He has done
incredible work in his book ‘Stone Age Soundtracks’, researching the acoustic properties of
sacred sites and their effect on human
consciousness. And also there has been much
speculation that some ancient sites have been
built specifically to serve as a resonance
chamber creating a shamanic effect on mind
and body. I chatted with Cheryl Straffon who
was also present on this dowsing field trip and
she mentioned that the sound bit reminded
her of the acoustic properties of chambered
tombs, like Maes Howe on Orkney.

In short, the overall view I had got from this
afternoon’s shamanic dowsing session was that
the sound emanations that originally came
from a spot in the landscape, were amplified
and enhanced by a stone structure and this
created a place that had a positive effect on
every person within approx 1.2 km from that
central stone. Just by being in this energy field,
the (audible) sound and frequency would be
beneficial and promote healing which was
further supported by healing plants.
Sharing our group findings

At the end of our dowsing session, the group
got together and shared notes with one
another. Four energy leys were detected and
mapped by John Moss. An old, now depleted,
well and its water course was dowsed by John
Watts as well as John Moss and they
independently got the same results. Another
seasoned dowser, Jenny, shared that she had
also found that this place was used as a healing
centre and that this place was not just
beneficial to humans but also the other way
around. It was somehow of mutual benefit, a
symbiotic relationship between humans and
the land. Another piece of information that
adds to the overall results, were the findings of
John Moss who mapped the energy manifestation (the form in which the energy centre
manifests itself in a geographical pattern) of a
12 pointed star, that emanated from the energy
centre of which the pillar was the main feature.
The general circumference of the energy
manifestation matched with the 10 meters in
diameter wide energy field of the inactive
centre. It seemed like pieces of other dowser’s
findings were slotting in, creating a larger
picture. There were other stones too, some
fallen and out of place, that seemed like part of
a resonance structure that had surrounded the
central pillar stone. We had a sense that sound
and resonance may indeed have been a factor
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here. The shape of the energy manifestation
reminded me of the work of John Reid with his
Cymascope tests that make sounds visible. It
shows the different shapes that sand (or water)
takes when subject to different sound
frequencies. What if the 12 pointed star is the
energetic manifestation of the current sound
frequency of this site? It could then be thought
that if the frequency changes, the energy
manifestation too would change. This subject
of energy manifestations has been touched by
Hamish Miller in his dowsing results of sacred
sites in New Zealand, as recorded in ‘In Search
Of The Southern Serpent’. It is such interesting
and exciting stuff! We know the bedrock
underneath the landscape at Kynance Gate is
composed of serpentine rock*. John Moss
mentioned that geographical fault lines could
perhaps be the cause of sound coming from
within the earth. Or maybe the waves hitting
the cliffs** causes a wave of vibration that
somehow escape through the land above as an
audible sound. We couldn’t hear the sound as
the spot has changed over time but the Genius
Loci assured me that if we really tune in, we
can hear it. It is still there. I tried it and for a
very short moment, I thought I could feel the
sound resonating in my body. It was a
subliminal, continuous tone of a certain pitch.
Also, while standing in the energetic centre of
that place, after a few minutes I got a
pressuring, metallic, headache-like***, third
eye crushing kind of feeling, as did some
others too.

energy known to stimulate the arousal of the
kundalini energies. If you feel that there may
be blockages in any of your chakras, this stone
is a useful aid. It will work at any chakra to
clear blocked or stagnant energy. This green
stone may assist with healing problems within
the heart and lungs, and it is an excellent stone
for cellular regeneration. It is also a stone to
encourage you to make contact with the
elemental beings as the members of the Devic
realm resonate with its energy. If you wish to
aid the healing of the earth, its vibration of
earth energy will aid you in this aim.”
Source: http://www.healing-crystals-foryou.com/serpentine-stone.ht…
Sound Acoustics of megalithic structures (Research of Aaron Watson):
** “Megalithic structures are capable of
generating dynamic and extraordinary worlds
of sound. These range from echoes at open
monuments such as the Ring of Brodgar and
Stonehenge, to resonances within chambered
structures such as Maeshowe and Newgrange.
There can also be interactions with the wider
landscape, including echoes from cliffs or the
sound of the sea.”
Source: http://www.aaronwatson.co.uk/acoustics-intro
*** “At Maeshowe, it is possible that people
inside may have inadvertently generated
infrasound that could exert a physiological and
psychological influence. This results from a
phenomenon known as Helmholtz Resonance.
Intriguingly, we recorded a 2 Hertz resonance
at 120 decibels caused by walking around the
interior, while a single drum played at 2 beats
per second (the frequency necessary to incite
resonance) registered a 2 Hertz resonance at
over 110 decibels. While these sounds are
technically below the threshold of human
hearing, they may still have effects upon the
mind. Wider studies have shown that 2 Hertz
frequencies can induce a variety of sensations.
At levels similar to those recorded inside
Maeshowe, these can include a sensation of
pressure or headaches, dizziness and
disorientation.”

All in all, this was an inspiring afternoon of
dowsing and team work. Each of us is very
good in his/her own particular way of dowsing
and when we put the findings together, a
clearer picture emerges. That to me is
beautiful. When we work together and
appreciate each other’s specific dowsing talent
and stories, we get something that is far more
than just one of us could accomplish. And
many thanks to John and Jill Moss who put in
a lot of preparation and organisation to offer
us these exciting field trips. A wonderful
opportunity to meet like-minded souls and tap
into some new discoveries together!
Many thanks for reading.
Nathascha Heijen

Source: http://www.aaronwatson.co.uk/stones-of-stenness-1

* Serpentine stone:
“The meaning of the name of this crystal,
comes from the Greek word 'serpens', meaning
snake, because of the way that many pieces of
this stone have a similarity to the appearance
of snakeskin. Serpentine stone has a strong
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Snow’s Secret Vibrations

Of course we know that there is more top
reality, to the infinite Cosmos, than we can
perceive directly. We accept this because we
have been warned since childhood that there is
“more to it than you can see”; however we are
too rooted to the physical, the material – to
things that we can see with our own eyes… we
rely too much on our sense of sight. In this
spiritual season – get beyond the physical –
extend your consciousness and your view of
the universe. Think to the simple snowflake. At
first glance it is a fluffy white dot, but on closer
observation, the snow flake is a beautiful
geometric ornament.

By Jill Mattson

A deep layer of snow blankets a pristine winter
woods landscape – what a favorite scene for all
this time of year. A beautiful and serene
wonder of nature occurs when colorless water
paints the world white with the magical
frosting of the first snowfall. We have an
innate attraction to such a natural beauty giving us peace, security and joy.

You may not have heard that freezing snow
crystals can be affected by beautiful music – or
strong emotions. This phenomenon is reflected
in the work of Masaru Emoto (The Hidden
Messages in Water). Emoto found that the
crystal structure formed when water droplets
freeze could be significantly impacted by
exposing the water to vibrational energy – in
the form of music and emotions. Snowflakes,
in their near infinite variety, reflect the endless
feelings, thoughts and music that are part of us
and our world.

Perfect snowflakes are energetic vibrations
converted into substance – energy frozen into
matter – crystallized pure water. Energy turns
into matter and vice a versa in the continuous
dance of this universe surrounding us. We
have a vibratory nature as divine beings. We
are composed of energy and matter; our
energetic components include chemical,
biochemical and electrical energies which are
well understood. Our spiritual and psychic
natures are driven by subtle energy, which
remains more elusive. Subtle energy affects
our being on all levels.

Dr Masaru Emoto
22/07/43 – 17/10/2014
Emoto found that water can express itself in an
unlimited number of ways. His experiments
exposed crystallizing water to beautiful music
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– dramatically affecting the crystals that were
formed. Classical music strongly enhances
snowflakes – or water crystals: forming
delicate crystals with Mozart, distinct geometries with Beethoven and elegant details with
Chopin… It is as if snow “feels” invisible
musical vibrations – and is sculpted by them.

Water is THE element of life! All living things
from the highest (Man) to the lowliest microorganisms require water – are made from
water. Our bodies consist of about 70% water…
the first compound searched for on other
planets for supporting life is water. Mars
excites scientists because water has been
discovered there.

Even emotions and positive (or negative,)
thoughts can influence water crystals per the
work of Emoto. Positive emotions and words
corresponded to beautiful symmetrical
crystals; negative thoughts produced
malformed, disjointed snowflakes. It is as if
your intentions take physical form as they
influence the freezing water. Tap water tainted
with chlorine and other waters, polluted with
chemical contaminants OR with negativity and
hate, produced deformed, fragmented crystals.
These shapes are in stark contrast to the
elegant, symmetrical shapes from pure waters
and pure feelings.

A logical extension of Emoto’s work is that a
healthy body is reinforced by positive
emotions, natural beauty and harmonious
music. The beautiful, symmetrical ice crystals
formed in the presence of these positive
influences are clear indicators of strength,
beauty and health. Better wellness is possible
through vibrational energy. When young
children are presented with scenes of natural
beauty and perfect snowflake crystals versus
congested urban scenes and deformed crystals
the unanimously prefer the former scenes.
Another well studied example of vibration
shaping matter comes from the field of
Cymatics. The term (Kymatiks in German),
was adapted from the Greek word Kymatika
(matter pertaining to waves), in the 1960’s by
Swiss medical doctor and animal scientist,
Hans Jenny.

We cannot see the sound vibrations, or detect
the emotional energies, but they are as real as
the snowflakes that are shaped by their
influences. Each snowflake is nature’s artwork,
displaying a perfect crystalline shape bound
with heavenly music. It is obvious why a
pristine water scene looks so pure and healthy;
harmony and resonance from perfect snow
crystals transform the landscape and bathe
everything in joyful energy.

Jenny systematically investigated the ability of
sound vibrations to influence and shape fine
particles of matter. Jenny’s Cymatics, the
science of wave phenomena and vibration
demonstrates the vibratory nature of matter
and the transformational nature of sound. It is
cutting edge sound science and its implications
are enormous!
Jenny used a wide variety of sounds to vibrate
a metal plate with a thin layer of sand or other
fine particles. Jenny was able to produce a
huge variety of images in sand. Shapes from
geometerical patterns to living biological forms
were produced under varying conditions.
Sound vibrations excited inert masses of sand
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and water into dynamic forms – some that
replicated living organisms. As with Emoto’s
water crystals, we can directly perceive the
hidden vibrational mechanisms that animate
our world. Solid evidence of the unseen aspects
of the world at work.

Award Winning musical compositions (The
Lost Waves of Time – Best Book of 2016 and
Best Alternative Science book of 2016, Deep
Wave Body Healing CD– Best Sound Healing
CD of 2016, Contacting Angels & Masters CD –
Best CD of 2015 and Deep Wave Beauty CD –
Best New Age CD – Silver Award). The CD's
consist of intriguing, magical tracks using ancient & modern techniques - with sound energy & special healing frequencies to achieve
profound benefits. Free music at
www.jillswingsoflight.com, www.Ancient-Music.com, www.musicforbeauty.com

The concept of vibration changing matter –
energy defining reality – occurs on every level.
A manifestation of the vibratory forces that
control our universe on the grandest scale is
seen in the origins and destinies of stars and
galaxies; tiny ripples of gravitational energy
form the starting nucleus for star creation.
Subtle energies – revealed to us individually in
defining the shape of a snowflake – show us
the divine in the everyday world.
Harmony is a state of bliss AND it also is the
perfect interplay of vibrations – from a violin
or in the deepest workings of subatomic
particles. Current scientific thought suggests
that the material world is held together by
harmony or resonance – that mysterious force
that determines how subatomic particles relate
and bond with one another and controls how
oscillations of galactic gravitational fields
interact. These very same invisible forces rule
in our subjective worlds, as music changes our
moods and dispositions. Once we truly understand these fundamental energies we can apply
them to every aspect of our lives – elevating
our existence.

Miracles
By Alan Bontya

Just as no two snowflakes are exactly alike, no
two people’s energies are identical. Their
beauty is in their variety and endless
expressions. Sound vibration influences
matter; a microcosm of the universe’s vast
oneness of matter and energy is freezing the
water into an infinite number of snowflakes.
Energy affects matter… amazingly subtle,
targeted, precise energy packets can tune our
bodies, grow our minds, harmonize our soul
and make perfect beauty in nature.

Every year as the holiday season approaches
and the Christmas spirit fills our hearts, we
allow our thoughts to wander and think what
some may say is the greatest of all miracles,
the birth of Christ. You may not believe that
Jesus Christ ever existed but you may still
want to believe in miracles. This time of year,
many people seek some help for themselves or
a loved one. Sometimes the help they seek
comes in a word known to many as a miracle.
A Christmas Miracle ! A time of year when
extraordinary blessings are abundant. If we all
take a moment now and think back to sometime in our past, we can all find a phenomenon
event, not fully explained that some may
describe as a miracle.

Enjoy the blessed holiday season and get past
the material. Remember your Holistic nature –
you have a divine element. Enjoy the blessings
of a song in a snowflake. The universe is one of
matter and energy – inseparable, ONE.
Nurture and strengthen your spirit, Believe.

Jill Mattson is a prolific Artist, Musician and
Author. Jill is a four - time author, and widely
recognized expert and composer in the field
of Sound Healing! She has produced eight
CD's that combine intricate Sound Healing
techniques with her original International

Just for the record, I was raised in a Christian
home, going to church and believing in God
and Jesus Christ. I read the bible, listen to the
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priest, read the Gospels and knew of the
miracles of biblical times. Throughout the
history of the church teachings, there have
been many miracles related by evangelist and
written in Gospels.
During the time that Jesus Christ lived on this
earth, there were 37 miracles recorded by his
followers and written in the Gospels. Many
witnessed Jesus turning water into wine, or
feeding the 5,000, giving sight to the blind,
hearing to the deaf, healing a paralytic, and the
miraculous catch of the fish to name a few. It is
believed that the greatest of all miracles is the
Resurrection of Christ.
Now I am not writing to claim or disclaim
miracles. I am just blogging some of my
thoughts on miracles from biblical readings to
New Age thinkers. Do miracles exist and are
they possible today?
Well if you believe in God and that the
universe controls all natural laws, then the
answer is yes. To deny miracles would be the
denial of Christianity. An atheist then must
deny any possibilities of miracles, without any
belief in God. Or can they perform their own
miracles without the help of God?

Moving into a New Age of religion, many
believe that miracles are more simply obtained
without the help of God. A Miracle can be
obtained from thought.
An event that is statistically unlikely but is
beneficial, a phenomenon not fully explained,
just beating the odds can all be defined as a
miracle. Something so wonderful that excites
astonishment, a sensible deviation from the
known Laws of Nature, seeing an effect without knowing the cause of anything outside the
order of usually observed in things may be
considered a miracle, without the help of God.

If God created the universe and all the nature
within and beyond, then He has all the power
to control the supernatural marvels that could
be called a miracles. Your belief in miracles
will be of having God extending His extraordinary blessing on us. A traditional sense of
where miracles come from is from our God
above.
Can we all agree on what a miracle is? Let me
try to define a miracle.

Law of Attraction and New Age teachings
believe you get what you want through visualization and that you can create your own
reality. Nothing or nobody has any control
over your peace of mind. You control your
thoughts and nothing outside of your own
body, mind and spirit can save you. Your
miracles come from your own thoughts.

God, with all His powers of the universe and
His Divine providence, works with the Laws of
Nature to perform what people see as miracles.
A miracle is an event believed to be an act of
God, or some other supernatural power,
because it appears impossible to explain by
any Laws of Nature. So a miracle is an
extraordinary occurrence that is ascribed to a
Divine or supernatural intervention event, a
great work of wonder performed by God.

We all have the power within ourselves to
change our lives. Do we then create our own
everyday miracles?
Can we make a miracle happen with strong
positive powerful thought? Can we create our
own miracles today with knowledge of the
supernatural and a mix of miraculous
techniques?

Some believe that all life was set in motion by
God at the beginning of time. Whatever
happens now, was destined to happen at the
right moment in time. Therefore, miracles
were then set in advance motion in part to the
creation of the universe.

People search for miracles whenever something bad comes into their lives. There may be
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some contrast in your everyday activities that
has brought on a terrible situation. You may be
seeking a miracle but what you really need is
an alignment of your positive energy. When
your energy matches your desires, anything
can manifest and miracles, yes miracles can
happen every day of your life.

witnessed a road kill, which is embedded on
my memory forever.
So it was that in the autumn, on a sizzling
afternoon, I and a Jo’burg friend sat in her
peaceful garden and prayed, with the sacred
Channupa (Pipe) for the leaders of the
indigenous peoples to meet and shake hands in
real time, in this life. And then I forgot all
about it.

Are New Age thinkers moving away from
Christ and biblical miracles? Whether New Age
or Christian, all agree that to see a miracle
performed you must have faith.

Several months later I found myself in Durban,
for the World Peace and Prayer day created by
the Chief of the Lakota, Arvol Looking Horse,
who had changed his plans to visit Australia
and made for the Gandhi centre in Durban,
where we had unknowingly travelled to stay at
Gyber Gorge. We had gone to visit Isolde
Hellet, who had bought the gorge as a
sanctuary for displaced Sans. There we met
with a truly remarkable chief, Kirik, who had
lived in a pig pen for nearly 60 years, his
prison created for him by the Boer. He had no
knowledge of how the world had moved on. He
was of indescribable age and deep wisdom and
had stated he had made freedom his goal to do
ceremony to set the spirit of Africa free, to free
the Eland. He was diminutive in stature, a true
Sans, and without any English or Afrikaans, he
relied on an interpreter. I felt, and still feel so
humbled to have met this spiritual chief. His
mind was so untouched by our western
culture, indeed he described our mind as like
one of those rubber band balls forever more
constricted and tighter. He told of African
myths he held sacred in a way that was
completely beautiful in breadth and
expression.

Believe and you can change the world around
you. You do this by being forgiving, by being
kind and by being a loving person. A good
person will always find their happiness and the
miracle they seek within.
Always,
Peace and Love

Native American Prophecy and
Corporate Greed
By Eagle Singing Moon
(Jan Harper Whale, adopted to
the Sisseton Dakota Sioux)
This narrative spans sixteen years in my lifetime, but the truth of it goes back at least two
centuries and many before that.

He was a survivor of the brutal programme of
genocide.

I spent over a year living and working in the
township of Orange Farm in South Africa,
helping the community to realise their own
power to heal by continuing the work of SDIA,
(an anagram of AIDS, Start Dynamic
Individual Action), permaculture, diet and
complementary healing figured strongly in
this. I also learnt very quickly the shocking
truth about AIDS. And have since written a
book called the Last, last Apartheid,
evidencing in researched detail what America
the fatherland has perpetrated on Africa the
motherland. It is about a harsh focus on
damage to the feminine on a global scale.
Even after Nelson Mandela initiated the Peace
and reconciliation commission, which made it
possible for me, a white woman to live and
indeed feel safe living in the township, the
Sans, (Bushman) were still hunted and killed
for sport like an animal, and I indeed

I still did not join up the dots, even when we
met Arvol at his hotel, and later for the Peace
day gathering. It was Paula, his wife, who
made the decision to get the Chief of the
Lakota to meet with the Chief of the Sans, as
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she marched steadfastly into the arena, where
Arvol was hemmed in by four “suits” she
explained, held his hand and took him away.
We rushed to Gyber Gorge, as their plane
home was just a few hours away.

FRACKING.

And so it was that we shared the most
beautiful Pipe, a ceremony of huge
importance, for it was on that evening, the two
Chiefs of our indigenous nations, from the
north and south, shook hands in real time.
An archaeologist friend underscored the
incredible importance of this spell breaking
event.
In the 1830’s the Cherokee and some Lakota
were force marched from their forest homes to
be dumped in near dessert, (the Badlands) in
the infamous Trail of Tears. In the same
decade, the Sans were forced in The Long Walk
to traipse from the Drakensberg to the
Transvaal, where they live today scratching out
a living.

It has been nearly a decade since corporates
and their insatiable greed began fracking the
land for oil and gas. Now that legacy of
poisoned earth, and water is being shown and
believed through tests and personal testimony
of victims in several states. And it is realised
even more that this damage is irreversible.

In the first decade of the 20th century, and
after Wounded Knee, the Lakota were officially
designated as extinct! In 1906, the Sans were
accorded the very same death knell.

Fracking and the oil pipelines, are the black
snake.

And in 2002, the Chief of the San and the
Chief of the Lakota met and shook hands.

Here in this country fracking in Yorkshire
caused an earthquake so deep it damaged
property and was suspended. A geologist has
now published a report that states fracking
should never be undertaken in this country as
our geology is so fragile, with fault lines
peppering the landscape.

The meeting of the First Peoples of Africa and
America in Durban 2002 has proved how truly
eternal their Spiritual culture really is!!

……………
But that was only part of the revelation that lay
before us that night.
When Kirik and Arvol first met, Arvol ducking
his tall 6foot 5 frame into the hut, where Kirik,
at 4foot 8 stood to greet him, and said simply
and clearly:
“You must get the black snake out of your
house”
I can still see clearly to this day, Arvol
throwing his head back in shock: a shocking
realisation had hit him.
Now, a decade later, we know that Kirik shared
the same prophecy that is coming true in
America and Australia and now here in Britain
this threat is very present.
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Our beautiful and sacred Wihtland (Isle of
Wight) is under the huge threat from the
fracking industry in 2017 as nearly two thirds
has been licensed. FFIOW, (Frack Free Isle of
Wight) was born a year ago to raise awareness
of this dirty polluting industry. Wake the
Wight, an interfaith spiritual group was
formed recently to create a nurturing space for
indigenous wisdom to flourish in ceremony
and give strength to many caretakers of the
land for the times ahead. Our role is as peaceful protectors. Not protesters.
The Dakota have strong links to the island:
their nickname for it is “Little Turtle Island”
Their nation is called Turtle Island with tribes
living in their own territories across America.
Now their sacred land and territories are being
polluted, damaged beyond repair and
desecrated by the oil industry.

I, Chief Arvol Looking Horse, of the Lakota,
Dakota, and Nakota Nations, ask you to understand an Indigenous perspective on what has
happened in America, what we call "Turtle
Island." My words seek to unite the global
community through a message from our
sacred ceremonies to unite spiritually, each in
our own ways of beliefs in the Creator.
We have been warned from ancient prophecies
of these times we live in today, but have also
been given a very important message about a
solution to turn these terrible times.
To understand the depth of this message you
must recognize the importance of Sacred Sites
and realize the interconnectedness of what is
happening today, in reflection of the continued
massacres that are occurring on other lands
and our own Americas.

For the first time in decades, tribes from
across the States are joining in prayer and
solidarity to protect the sacred land and the
waters from the pipeline. The 10,000 people
at Standing Rock have become the vanguard
for us all. The Indigenous people are saying we
must nurture our earth mother for the next
seven generations. Sustainable energy that is
compassionate and kind to the earth is so
achievable now with all the technological
advancements making it a sheer insanity to do
otherwise.

I have been learning about these important
issues since the age of 12 when I received the
Sacred White Buffalo Calf Pipe Bundle and its
teachings. Our people have strived to protect
Sacred Sites from the beginning of time. These
places have been violated for centuries and
have brought us to the predicament that we
are in at the global level.
Look around you. Our Mother Earth is very ill
from these violations, and we are on the brink
of destroying the possibility of a healthy and
nurturing survival for generations to come, our
children's children.

Arvol Looking Horse has issued the strongest
most heartfelt message I have ever heard from
the Keeper of the Sacred White Buffalo Calf
Pipe:

Our ancestors have been trying to protect our
Sacred Site called the Sacred Black Hills in
South Dakota, "Heart of Everything That Is,"
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from continued violations. Our ancestors never
saw a satellite view of this site, but now that
those pictures are available, we see that it is in
the shape of a heart and, when fast-forwarded,
it looks like a heart pumping.

Today we have to buy pure water, and even
then the nutritional minerals have been taken
out; it's just empty liquid. Someday water will
be like gold, too expensive to afford.
Not everyone will have the right to drink safe
water. We fail to appreciate and honour our
Sacred Sites, ripping out the minerals and gifts
that lay underneath them as if Mother Earth
were simply a resource, instead of the source
of life itself.

The Diné have been protecting Big Mountain,
calling it the liver of the earth, and we are
suffering and going to suffer more from the
extraction of the coal there and the poisoning
processes used in doing so.
The Aborigines have warned of the contaminating effects of global warming on the Coral
Reefs, which they see as Mother Earth’s blood
purifier.

Attacking nations and using more resources to
carry out destruction in the name of peace is
not the answer! We need to understand how all
these decisions affect the global nation; we will
not be immune to its repercussions. Allowing
continual contamination of our food and land
is affecting the way we think.

The indigenous people of the rainforest say
that the rainforests are the lungs of the planet
and need protection.

A "disease of the mind" has set in world
leaders and many members of our global

The Gwich'in Nation in Alaska has had to face
oil drilling in the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge coastal plain, also known to the
Gwich'in as "Where life begins."

A "disease of the mind" has set in world
leaders and many members of our global
community, with their belief that a solution of
retaliation and destruction of peoples will
bring peace.

The coastal plain is the birthplace of many life
forms of the animal nations. The death of these
animal nations will destroy indigenous nations
in this territory.

In our prophecies, it is told that we are now at
the crossroads: Either unite spiritually as a
global nation, or be faced with chaos, disasters,
diseases, and tears from our relatives' eyes.

As these destructive developments continue all
over the world, we will witness many more
extinct animal, plant, and human nations,
because of mankind's misuse of power and
their lack of understanding of the "balance of
life."

We are the only species that is destroying the
source of life, meaning Mother Earth, in the
name of power, mineral resources, and ownership of land. Using chemicals and methods of
warfare that are doing irreversible damage, as
Mother Earth is becoming tired and cannot
sustain any more impacts of war.

The Indigenous people warn that these
destructive developments will cause havoc
globally. There are many, many more
indigenous teachings and knowledge about
Mother Earth's Sacred Sites, her chakras, and
connections to our spirit that will surely affect
our future generations.

I ask you to join me on this endeavour. Our
vision is for the peoples of all continents,
regardless of their beliefs in the Creator, to
come together as one at their Sacred Sites to
pray and meditate and commune with one
another, thus promoting an energy shift to
heal our Mother Earth and achieve a universal
consciousness toward attaining Peace.

There needs to be a fast move toward other
forms of energy that are safe for all nations
upon Mother Earth. We need to understand
the types of minds that are continuing to
destroy the spirit of our whole global
community. Unless we do this, the powers of
destruction will overwhelm us.

As each day passes, I ask all nations to begin a
global effort, and remember to give thanks for
the sacred food that has been gifted to us by
our Mother Earth, so the nutritional energy of
medicine can be guided to heal our minds and
spirits.

Our Ancestors foretold that water would someday be for sale. Back then this was hard to
believe, since the water was so plentiful, so
pure, and so full of energy, nutrition and spirit.
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Live in Hope,
Live from the Heart

This new millennium will usher in an age of
harmony or it will bring the end of life as we
know it. Starvation, war, and toxic waste have
been the hallmark of the great myth of
progress and development that ruled the last
millennium.

By Kathryn L Samuelson
Article Submitted October 2016 before the
US Elections

To us, as caretakers of the heart of Mother
Earth, falls the responsibility of turning back
the powers of destruction. You yourself are the
one who must decide.

The tag line on my website and my email
signature used to be “Live in Hope, Live from
the Heart.” It was a way for me to say to stop
living in and acting from fear. (I have changed
my tag line to “Open Your Heart – Blossom in
the World” to be more in line with my book,
Opening the Heart: Mediations on How to Be.)
So much of the uproar in the world is from
fear—fear of not having enough, fear of
someone taking away what you do you have,
fear of not being good enough, fear that others
will think you are not good enough, and fear of
being controlled or harmed by someone else.
In other words, fear in many guises. Fear leads
to greed, hatred and a myriad of negative
emotions. Craving of power over something or
someone else and acting on that craving makes
the person living in fear feel, at least
temporarily, better.

You alone – and only you – can make this
crucial choice, to walk in honour or to
dishonour your relatives. On your decision
depends the fate of the entire World.
Each of us is put here in this time and this
place to personally decide the future of
humankind.
Did you think the Creator would create
unnecessary people in a time of such terrible
danger?
Know that you yourself are essential to this
world. Understand both the blessing and the
burden of that. You yourself are desperately
needed to save the soul of this world. Did you
think you were put here for something less? In
a Sacred Hoop of Life, there is no beginning
and no ending.

We seem to be living in a time when fear and
greed are running rampant, where things seem
to be cracking and falling apart. It is a time, at
least in the U.S. when an (as I perceive him to
be) an overgrown bully has taken the national
stage giving voice to the fears that many people
live from. Yet, I have made a decision that I am
not going to live in fear. I am choosing to live
in hope and live from the heart.

Chief Arvol Looking Horse is the author of White
Buffalo Teachings. A tireless advocate of
maintaining traditional spiritual practices, Chief
Looking Horse is a member of Big Foot Riders,
which memorializes the massacre of Big Foot's
band at wounded knee.

I choose to see this tumultuous time as a time
when the soil of life is being plowed deeply
which allows those of us working from hope
and love to plant the seeds of growth and
change. It allows us to water those seeds by the
actions that we take, the emotions that we
express, and by the way that we live.
This time allows us to see the other, to
understand that what is being expressed is not
the way anyone should live and act, and, hence
allows us to take actions, hopefully through
compassion, to counter the fear and greed.
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If growth and change are a spiral rather than a
circle, we can use our energy, our words and
our deeds, to nurture the spiral. Seeing life
only as a circle means that we keep coming
back to essentially the same ways of being,
although we may have clothes, modes of
transportation, and many other facets of day to
day living that are different over time. Being in
a way that nurtures and grows the spiral
energy upward is a way to help the world shift
from fear and greed to living in hope and living
from the heart.
Kathryn Samuelson, as an intuitive, channels
your angels and guides who are delighted to
connect with you, and who are uniquely suited
to answer your questions and address your
concerns. She can receive information as to
who your angels and guides are, as well as
receiving information for you about family,
health, job and career, and life path among
other issues and concerns. In her life coaching
practice, she welcomes all clients, but
specializes in helping those who are
undergoing a transition in their lives—whether
it is a move, a job or career change, a loss of
some type, or some other transition issue. She
was certified as a life coach in 2007 by the
University of New Hampshire. Kathryn is the
author of Opening the Heart: Meditations on
How to Be, which she created with her friend,
Linda Lewis. For more information:
www.kathrynsamuelson.com,
klsamuelson@yahoo.com, or 781-799-7332.
Opening the Heart is available on
amazon.com, barnesandnoble.com and
through her website. It is available in a paper
version, or in I-Book, Kindle and Nook e-book
versions.

A number of years ago I read a book titled
Spontaneous Evolution: Our Positive Future
and a Way to Get There from Here by Bruce
Lipman and Steve Bhaerman (aka Swami
Beyondananda). The thesis of the book, as I
remember it, is that in the past biological
evolution often took place at times of crisis as
there was no need otherwise to evolve. Their
thesis is that the next evolution is a spiritual,
transformative evolution. They point out that
humans have always been good at coming up
with solutions to problems and crises. Lipton
and Bhaerman believe that we will evolve
beyond the ways that humankind collectively
acts, whether in words or deeds.
An example of this is the energy crisis, i.e., the
crisis that we will run out of fuel to create
energy. I asked my angels and guides about
this. They said not worry about this because
humans are good at find solutions and creating
what is needed. I stopped being concerned
about this issue. A big issue in the past was the
increasing hole in the ozone layer, not that it is
still not of concern. However, banning CFC’s
has led to the shrinking of the hole in the
ozone layer. It is healing itself because we
found a way to help it. Many scientists are
working on ways to deal with climate change. I
have hope about this and many other things.
So yes, the current time is turbulent, but many
times in the past have been seemingly equally
so. We have survived them, moved through
them, grown in fits and starts. I am, again,
choosing to look at this as a time of deep
plowing of the soil, of breaking up of the hard
clods that then allows planting.
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Essence World News

this. Her Beech Snow is for those “full of
promise of fulfilment and brilliance, BUT not
yet. Instead “hide” away inside until your
“spring” comes and you can blossom forth in
all your glory – and succeed beyond your
wildest dreams as it’s already empowered
within; and without answers to that call.”

By Jan Stewart

In many countries, winter offers opportunities
for making snow essences. Different forms of
frozen water in themselves make interesting
environmental essences. Steve Johnson
(Alaskan Essences), for example, prepared
Polar Ice on the Arctic Ocean ice pack near the
North Pole. It is “an essence of transition and
the completion of cycles; for achieving a more
patient understanding of the subtleties of
time; helps us stay present in a place of pure
waiting, with no anticipation of what is to
come.” Pam Levack Moir (Spirit of Water
Essences) made an essence during a Snow
Storm, which helps “any situation that needs a
complete change of view from inside out”;
whilst I was inspired to collect hailstones when
a dramatic storm hit Devon quite unexpectedly
one day in April 2016. “It captures the
bouncing joy of the hail and quickly clears
and refreshed energies or muddled thinking.”

Gathering snow from flowers offers less
opportunities than leaves but Merri Walters
(Great Lakes Sacred Essences) was inspired by
these early Crab Apple blooms. Their essence
“helps to release cycles of self-doubt,
crabbiness and pessimism, while
strengthening one’s ability to be in the present
and to receive with gratitude”.

Easiest of all is to use winter flowering plants
such as Christmas Rose. My own essence of
this is for “coming in from the cold. For those
who feel excluded and alone because of their
appearance, behaviour, beliefs etc. Christmas
Rose provides a safe anchor from which we
can accept ourselves unconditionally and find
our inner strengths. This helps us reach out
rather than pulling away from others. Those
hiding dark secrets may feel drawn to “come
out”. In these circumstances the essence gives

To create Mother Essences from plants gently
gather snow from leaves or flowers, allow it to
melt and add an equal amount of preservative
such as brandy. You will see Carrie Thomas
(Touchwood Essences), in the picture doing
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us the courage, confidence and love we need
to live in the light of acceptance rather than
the dark fear of exposure. Others may simply,
in loving themselves more, find that they are
guided to like-minded friends. Thus Christmas
Rose draws us out of the cold into the warmth
of love.

Funds are limited and I have
become very stressed and
depressed trying not to lose too
much money on renting whilst
trying to find something suitable
for my needs as a busy
professional working from home.
I seem to meet obstacles at every
corner - houses/flats I like have
already sold or are on a main
road or need too much work or
have obviously unpleasant
neighbours with gardens full of
litter and barking dogs.
Yesterday evening I hit an all

Other plants you might try are snowdrop,
heather and, of course, the all year flowering
gorse. Have fun in the snow but keep a warm
heart!

time low but then had the
following dream.

Pierre’s Dreamspot

I am looking for a house and
arrive at a large building.
When I enter the rooms are
spacious and light and I
instantly feel at peace. The
whole place is empty yet feels
furnished enough to live in. The
words, 'This is different,' come to
mind. I then notice a pile of
blankets in the corner. They are
grey with a red stripe down them
and I wonder what they are for.
I then sense a shadow behind
me. An arm wraps around my
shoulders and a voice says, Don't
worry, we are looking after you.'

Dear Pierre

I awake and feel uplifted and

Since my divorce I have been

positive. (Dennis)

looking for a satisfactory home
in which I can begin a new life.
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Hello Dennis,

the dreamer: a home, a blanket
and an embrace.

Your dream is interesting and
very important for readers, since

This dream is the dreamer’s

we can all share in the

unconscious clearly spelling out

frustration of being bound by

that all is fine and according to

earth reality’s time and space

the Universe’s plan and to let the

testing our patience at times. We

control go.

then so often question why Source

We generally use control as

is not doing what we ask for

humans to feel safe: we secure a

while knowing what we need or

job, someone to love us, etc. and

seek.

yet control has a tipping point of

The human experience is bound

going against faith in Source

by time and space from birth to

where it can become too big, all-

death, before we return to the

consuming or even an obsession

Void of Being – where we are no

with some people.

longer imprisoned by the

In a nutshell then:

limitations of time and space.
It’s interesting to note how old

1.

people in their twilight years

This dream is sent to

soothe, reassure and guarantee

generally seem more relaxed

the dreamer that he is not alone

and less restless than young folk,

and that Source is with him and

having learnt that Mother

will provide.

Nature can’t be rushed.

2.

Faith in the Universe is part of

It asks the dreamer to

limit control and frustration

all our journeys. Sure, be focused

and to apply a little more faith.

and clear on a conscious level of
what you desire or want, but

Kind and gentle regards

then it’s up to the Universe to

Pierre

engineer it all in the most
perfect time-space equation
construction and it always does
so better than we could have
done ourselves.
Back to the dream and there is a
triple confirmation of safety,
comfort and peace of mind for
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Zodiac – Wheel of Life

and able harness the energy.
We all have Capricorn in our chart
somewhere and the position that it
occupies shows us where we can
best apply the beneficial aspects
and tackle the challenges that it
brings.

By Zoe Hind

Physically
Capricorn is the oldest earth sign
and known for its endurance. This is
a great time of year to set yourself
physical fitness goals and a new
health regime. Try adding
visualisations and numerology to
your workout for a touch of magic.

Climbing the Mountain of
Capricorn...
Capricorn – as the Mountain Goat –
is the upward climb of the Sun from
the Winter Solstice when it rises and
sets at minimum arc across the sky
during the longest nights, to the
Summer Solstice when it is at full
arc bringing the longest daylight
hours to the Northern Hemisphere.

Mentally
Capricorn is mentally very wise and
committed to learning. A new course
of study is a good idea at this time something that will last and that you
can grow with as the Sun grows in
strength.

This slow and steady ascent is why
those born into the collective field of
Capricorn love goals and challenges,
to set their sights on the peak and
make the step by step journey with
perseverance and stamina.

Emotionally

When we reach the top, it is
important to stop and take in the
view before setting more
resolutions. If we are too busy
planning the next venture, we can
find ourselves in constant striving,
often after old goals instead of
refreshing our energetic wish list to
make sure we are working towards
our souls desires.

Capricorns can be very hard on
themselves and sometimes on
others too. A natural stern-ness can
turn to hardness if the heart is not
nourished and simple joys
embraced. Give yourself permission
to stop and just enjoy life every
once in a while. Maintain a good
work/play balance.

But Capricorn is also the Sea Goat
which is the bridge between Spirit
and Matter. We are both. Centre
upon the divine inner light before
setting external goals and you will
find that you already have much of
what you are looking for and the
rest flows more easily.
So how to work with this energy?

Soulfully
We are spirits having a physical
experience. You chose to be here.
Take a moment during the month of
Capricorn to meditate upon your
Soul's journey during this lifetime
and even over many. This will also
help you to find a greater
perspective and set more
meaningful intentions from a
higher/deeper place.

Every year as the Sun passes
through Capricorn we are all
immersed in this specific frequency
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Harness the energies this month:
The Full and New Moons reflect
across the Cancer/Capricorn axis of
spiritual Mother and Father,
Feminine and Masculine, inner and
outer, being and doing.
29 December – New Moon in
Capricorn
The 'New Year' begins early, set
bold intentions.
Aquarius - Tending the inner flame
The Sun passes through the Zodiac
sign of Aquarius from 20 January to
18 February.
In earlier Celtic Astrology, Aquarius
was known as the Magician, holding
dowsing or divining rods rather than
spilling water from a jar.
Because of the zigzag symbol,
Aquarius is often mistakenly
thought to be a water sign, but this
symbol esoterically represents
electricity and frequency – power
through air - the electro-magnetic
frequencies of our Universe.

12 January – Full Moon in Cancer
Find the balance between heart and
mind, actions and emotions.
Herbs:
Capricorn – Juniper - strong and
detoxifying
Cancer – Jasmine - feminine night
time fragrance
Crystals:
Capricorn – Smoky Quartz connecting to Roots

In early February we start to see the
snowdrops push through the hard
earth heralding life returning after
the winter. This time was called the
Quickening. A pulse of life force
energy, hope and new vision runs
through the veins of those born at
this time.
We are beginning to experience
Aquarius rising at this time – the
Age of Aquarius. Although it is not
easily measurable to the exact year,
the crossover period, however, is
what matters. The return of inner
Christ consciousness is what this
Age will bring. Aquarius, ruled by
Uranus, is independent, selfresponsible, sovereign and
cosmically aligned. This is where

Smokey Quartz
Cancer – Moonstone - balancing
emotions
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science and spirituality will
reconnect for a more holistic innerstanding of the Universe and our
reconnection to Source.

conditioning of centuries, they care
deeply about the less personal stuff
and concentrate on the whole of
humanity. Dare to care.

So how to work with this energy?
Every year as the Sun passes
through Aquarius we are all
immersed in this specific frequency
and able harness the energy.
We all have Aquarius in our chart
somewhere and the position that it
occupies shows us where we can
best apply the beneficial aspects
and tackle the challenges that it
brings.

Soulfully

Peace and purity. During the Age of
Aquarius we are called to remember
that we are here to be a part of a
great change. By taking
responsibility for our own
consciousness vibration, we are
joining together and raising the
level for all. Spiritual Sovereignty.
Harness the energies this month:

Physically

The Full and New Moons reflect
across the Leo/Aquarius axis and
explore courage and individuality.
The Aquarius Man with the Heart of
a Lion. We are in the Age of
Aquarius now and we need to know
ourselves, to be an honest and wise
expression of our unique vibration
and hold the vision in a fast
changing world.

The flame of Life, the spark of the
Divine within us resides within our
heart. As visible signs of life return
to the planet in the month of
Aquarius, slow down on the doing
and be present to being, rekindle
your inner flame; reconnect to your
Source.
Mentally

28 January – New Moon in Aquarius
Maintain your frequency – what are
you contributing to? Fear or Love?

While Uranus, ruler of Aquarius, is
spending 7 years in Aries, we are
having our brains rewired. Aquarius
likes to challenge convention and
think in unusual ways.
"Once you eliminate the impossible,
whatever remains, no matter how
improbable, must be the truth." Arthur Conan Doyle author of
Sherlock Holmes wrote this
character as an Aquarius.

11 February – Full Moon in Leo
22 degrees Leo Moon opposite 22
degrees Aquarius Sun on the 11th
day in the 11th sign...build from the
heart.
Herbs:
Aquarius – Grapefruit – Quirky &
Energizing
Leo – Orange – Warm & Uplifting

Emotionally

Crystals:
Aquarius – Amethyst – Wisdom and
healing through time

Aquarians are more emotional than
others are led to believe. It's just
that Unconditional Love is their
realm and forte. Free from the
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Pisces is ruled by Neptune which
represents our greater self and
connection to Source.
This planet is associated with the
Sea of the vibrational Universe, the
collective conscious and
unconscious realms.
Neptune's sigil is like a tuning fork
and this deeply spiritual influence
teaches us how to attune to our
purest vibration.
Every thought we focus upon sends
ripples across this Sea. We have the
choice to focus our attention in high
vibration places and add our energy
to the grid that will uplift and
elevate humanity rather than
contributing to the lower
frequencies of fear and division.
This is a time to release the past,
recalibrate and realize our potential.

Leo – Sunstone – Centred and
radiant

Pisces – The Ocean of Emotion
The Sun passes through the Zodiac
sign of Pisces from 19 February – 20
March.
Pisces is the last sign of the Zodiac.
The symbol for which is two fish
swimming in opposite directions.
One fish faces backwards, reviewing
all that has happened in the past
year (Zodiac cycle), and showing us
how to take what we have learned
and apply it to create a more
conscious life, in tune with the
present and that will take us into a
brighter future. After full reflection
and at-one-ment, it is necessary to
let go of anything that no longer
serves us with gratitude before we
can step over the threshold into a
solar new cycle.
The other fish faces forwards
towards the future, as we journey
through the Spring Equinox and into
a new zodiac year with fresh hope
and dynamism.

So how to work with this energy?
Every year as the Sun passes
through Pisces we are all immersed
in this specific frequency and able
harness the energy.
We all have Pisces in our chart
somewhere and the position that it
occupies shows us where we can
best apply the beneficial aspects
and tackle the challenges that it
brings.
Physically
The cells of our body hold water
which holds intentions and emotion.
The membrane around the cell is our
emotional memory and brain.
Inheritance, Instinct, Intuition,
Imagination and even past life
memories are all stored here. This is
a good time to rinse and cleanse.
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Mentally

Herbs:
Virgo – Clary Sage – Stimulates the
brain for clarity and memory
Pisces – Rosemary – Literally
translates as 'Mist of the Sea' –
Spiritually elevating.

Balance the hemispheres of your
brain at the Full Moon in Virgo on
March 12. Practice mindfulness and
meditation. Maybe even keep a
dream diary.

Crystals:
Virgo – Blue lace agate – Visionary
and Multi layered

Emotionally
Pisces feel everything! Highly
sensitive to emotional frequencies a
Pisces can enter a room and pick up
everyone's emotions. This is often
overwhelming. During this month
we need to develop systems for
regularly releasing any feeling that
has served its purpose or was never
even ours to begin with and learn
how to set healthy boundaries.

Pisces – Selenite – High vibrations

Soulfully
Feel your Soul vibration. Tune in to
your true tone. Rinse off external
distractions regularly and learn to
live from this place, centred and
strong.
Harness the energies this month:
The Full and New Moons reflect
across the Pisces/Virgo axis of the 2
hemispheres of the brain - of the
conscious and subconscious mind.
Day and night. Physical and spiritual
plane.

Zoe Hind
07984 825928
www.astrozo.com
youtube: zoeastro
facebook: AstroZo
twitter: @AstroZo

26 February - New Moon in Pisces
Emotional cleanse and reset. Seek
the pure and simple.

skype: zoe.hind (London, UK)

12 March – Full Moon in Virgo
Super productivity meets unlimited
imagination. What we envisage can
we create.
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Creative Corner

Solstice song
By Christopher Gammon
About Zoe...
Zoe was introduced to Astrology by her
mother at the age of 8 and has continued to
learn and love this profound system ever
since. It soon became a way of life.
Embracing the cultural beliefs and practices of
druid ancestors, and combining this
knowledge with a healthy interest in other
ancient cultures along with the latest scientific
theories, she brings the past and future
together to make sense of the present.
Perspective, empowerment and releasing
potential is the result.

(Photo – Giles Bryant)
Down the years, the groves did ring
And choirs of Angels, they did sing,

Zoe teaches Astrology, Tarot and other
esoteric subjects as well as giving a variety of
unique Astrology and Tarot readings both online and in person.

To herald in the Earth’s new born
On every ancient Solstice morn.

The shortest day has come at last
And Hope upon the wind is cast;
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The lighter days are on the way,
The Sun climbs higher every day.

The winter birds do chirp and sing,
The people gathered here must sing
And keep their woes and cares at bay
To welcome in this festive day.

Nuts and fruits galore, I see,
And ribbons hanging from each tree
While folk make merry till the night
J

And snow bedecks the earth with white.

Jill Mattson
For a moment, all is still,
And all shall bend to Heaven’s will,
For, God smiles down upon this sight
And makes each heart and mind grow bright
With Love, sent from on high, to Earth
And Angels tell us of re-birth.
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Postscript
By Suzanne Thomas
Many moons ago, when I was but a child, my
parents took me to a church service in a little
village close by. It was a picturesque spot,
hiding what was to come.

I was a little taken aback when they stated
their views on “rebellious women”. This is not
my view of Christianity, which is one of Love
and respect for others. Then a thought hit me,
surely this is the same thing with the Muslims
and IS, but perhaps Islamic State are a little
further down the line of mobilising hatred and
fear.
Other de-stabilising factors in the world
include Trump becoming President of the US
and Brexit in the UK.
We happily sang the first hymn, and then came
the sermon, and I was rocked to my core, as
this was my first fire and brimstone tirade.
Dutifully staying until the end, but leaving
shell shocked. Even at the tender age of nine
years old, I could not bring myself in line with
the vicar’s thinking.

WE are now in the time of change, it has
arrived. Most people have a fear of change, and
over the past recent years, the economy etc,
etc, has not gone too well for various reasons.
Anarchy can reign at times of change, as rule
books are thrown out, and what we once could
rely on is no longer there.

I am writing this postscript at the end of
November, and about a week ago I saw on TV a
programme called the “Preachers of Hate.”
This was centred around the preachers of hate
in America. Theirs was a call to separatism,
hate, intolerance and vengeance in the name of
Christianity.

So, there are a lot of frightened people around,
and this is being capitalised on by certain
groups and people using that fear to gain the
objective that they want. It is easy to sway
people who are frightened and searching for
something to hang onto, so perhaps it is the
time to act as a “lighthouse”. Don’t let the fear
or hate get you down, you are worth more than
that, stand up for what you believe in and be
an example for others to follow, if they wish.
Let’s make sure that the “New World”, is a
better world than the old.

In one of the first scenes they showed a group
of them standing at the entrance to a gay pride
event, hurling abuse, and calling down
damnation on those who were attending the
event. Later in the programme a “hate”
preacher boasted that he could mobilise a
group to protest against anybody and anything
that his viewpoint did not agreed with, also in
the programme they talked about arming
themselves.

Back in 1987 there was a re dedication for the
“Church of Love” by Colin Bloy and a group of
others in Andorra. In the March issue of the
Magazine, I will say more about this.
As always we have a choice in which route we
take, but be wary if you give your power to
some-one or some-thing else. I would prefer to
remain in my own empowerment, than be a
slave to some-one else’s. Don’t be blown off
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course by fear. We have all decided to be alive
at this important time. You must start making
the world that you would like to see no matter
how small you start. It’s not going to be easy,
but this is the job that we signed up for.
So up out of that chair now with a smile on
your face, and get to work.
In this trying time of trials and tribulations I
would like to end with a smile. No doubt a lot
of us will end up in a similar predicament
during this period of change. So be that helper
on the road, with Pure Love in your heart.

Finally
May the coming year bring
you all that you need.
And be the love you want to
see.
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